SENTENCES WITH SYNONYMS

loyal  new  noisy  polite  rich  avoid
safe  sad  vacant  baffle  weak  collect

Directions: Choose a synonym from the box to replace a word in each sentence. Circle the word in the sentence and write the replacement word on the line.

1) The guards made sure the plane was secure. ____________________
2) The magician will confuse you with his tricks. ____________________
3) The family wanted to buy a modern home. ____________________
4) It is always nice to be courteous to others. ____________________
5) The abandon house was empty. ____________________
6) My dog is a faithful friend. ____________________
7) A wealthy man flew around the world. ____________________
8) If they bother you, just ignore them. ____________________
9) When she missed the bus, she was unhappy. ____________________
10) The rowdy boys went to the party. ____________________
11) The old woman was very frail. ____________________
12) I need to gather wood for the fire. ____________________
Answer Key- 2version-f

1. safe/ secure
2. baffle/ confuse
3. new/ modern
4. polite/ courteous
5. vacant/ empty
6. loyal/ faithful
7. rich/ wealthy
8. avoid/ ignore
9. sad/ unhappy
10. noisy/ rowdy
11. weak/ frail
12. collect/ gather